
FRONT LEGS: The front legs shall be maple, 1-3/8” x 1-3/8” and set 90 degrees in both directions to the floor. A 3/32” high x 3/32” deep 
reveal shall be machined into the leg on all four sides 1-1/2” up from the bottom. The front legs shall be mortised, glued flush to the apron 
rails. The legs shall be reinforced with corner blocks screwed into the legs and rails. All exposed edges shall be sanded to a 1/16” radius.

BACK POSTS: The back posts shall be edge glued maple, 1-3/8” x 1-3/8”, profiled to the desired angles and a 3/32” high x 3/32” deep 
reveal shall be machined into the leg on all four sides 1-1/2” up from the bottom. The back posts shall be mortised, glued flush to the apron 
rails. The posts shall be reinforced with corner blocks screwed into the legs and rails. All exposed edges shall be sanded to a 1/16” radius.

STRETCHER ASSEMBLY: The assembly shall be solid maple, consisting of two side stretchers, 1-3/8” square tenoned into the front and back 
legs and glued flush on the leg. Two cross stretchers, 1-3/8” square, shall be tenoned into the side stretchers, and spaced 3-7/8” apart. The 
header shall be located 8-1/2” off the floor, and shall be parallel to floor. All exposed edges shall be sanded to a 1/16” radius.

CORNER REINFORCEMENT: A mitered corner block shall be glued and screwed at the corner intersection of seat apron rails, legs and back 
posts. The corner blocks shall be attached to the adjacent apron rails with #10 flat head wood screws. A 3” long hex lag screwwith flat 
washer shall pass through the corner block and into the inside corner of each leg and back post.

BACK ASSEMBLY: The assembly shall consist of a top rail of solid maple and three back options. The top rail shall be 1” thick x 5-1/8” high 
profiled to match the back posts, and tennoned and glued flush to the back legs. The back options: fully upholstered back shall be an insert, 
profiled to match back posts, upholstered on both sides, fitted between the top rail and back posts. Full-slat back shall be an 1-3/8” horizontal 
member, 1-3/8” from top rail, glued flush to the back posts with three solid maple slats, 1-3/8” wide with 1” between slats, spanning from the 
top rail to the back apron. Partial-slat back shall be an 1-3/8” horizontal member, 1-3/8” from top rail, glued flush to the back posts with 
three brushed aluminum slats, 1-3/8” wide with 1” between slats, spanning from the top rail to the horizontal member with the lower portion 
of the back open.

CUMMINGS

SEAT: The wood seat shall be edge glued solid maple, 1” thick, saddled 1/2” deep with a 1/4” radius along the front edge. The uphol-
stered seat shall consist of 1/2” thick plywood, fit between the side aprons, covered with 1” thick, fire retardant, polyurethane foam with 
2.8 lbs. density and 70 lbs. ILD. Seat is then upholstered with selected cover and the bottom side of seat shall be covered with black 
Accord fabric, attached by means of #10 oval head wood screws, through the corner blocks.

ARMS: The arm shall be 1-3/8” thick x 1-3/8” wide, and glued flush to the back post. The vertical support shall be 1-3/8” x 1-3/8”, 
mortised and tenoned and glued flush to the arm, glued and screwed flush to the side rail. All exposed edges shall be sanded to a 1/16” 
radius.

GLIDES: All chairs shall have plastic nail glides.
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